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With the gradually deepening reform and the rapid growing of domestic 
micro-economy, Chinese commercial banks have been developing and expanding 
quickly; meanwhile, the penetration of finance in economy has brought 
opportunities in diversified operation and business innovation to commercial banks. 
However, the narrowing interest margins resulting from the marketization of interest 
rate has applied unprecedented pressure to commercial banks. To come to the fore in 
coping with market competition, certain commercial banks have been exploring 
restructuring and reforming their risk management mechanism, on the basis of 
which, by implementing business innovation with diversified financing, diversified 
settlement business innovation as the core, these banks  have realized 
diversification of revenue, thus enhanced their market competitiveness. Currently, 
domestic commercial banks’ innovation in specific business mainly bases on the 
oversea (including Taiwan and Hong Kong) experiences. The banks make 
adjustment and optimization considering the actual status of domestic market. 
However, the innovation of specific business could be easily imitated and surpassed, 
only by launching business innovation based on perfection of operation mechanism 
and risk management ability, could the competitiveness superiority be everlastingly 
maintained. Business innovation has brought new profiting opportunities, as well as 
new financial risks. Especially in the current case which domestic commercial banks 
play dominant role in the financial system, business innovation of commercial banks 
has extensive social impact; therefore, in addition to enhance self-construction of the 
banks, regulatory authorities should encourage and guild, so as to improve the risk 
management mechanism of domestic commercial banks’ business innovation, and to 
avoid systematic risks and facilitate a stable and healthy development of domestic 
financial market. 
Despite the rapid emerging, domestic commercial banks’ business innovation 
mainly bases on foreign experience. Meanwhile, considering respecting commercial 














specific business innovation, the article will start with elaborating commercial 
banks’ main business and the risks that they are facing, then by discussing domestic 
commercial banks’ risk management philosophy and the process of technology 
evolution, observing the general situation of domestic commercial banks’ business 
innovation, risk characteristics and existing problems, an in-depth analysis would be 
made on the risk management concerning business innovation and the achievement 
obtained. On the basis of above-mentioned research, the article would investigate 
the measures to guarantee the sustainability of commercial banks’ business 
innovation from various views, including perfection of corporate governance, 
enhancing internal control, professional competence, firewall construction and 
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